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MAT201

Introduction.

As is explained in the General Introduction, in 1921 the whole of the old system (Phase 1) of allocating matrix
numbers was scrapped and replaced by a new system (Phase 2).  No precise reasons are known for the change
although no doubt they are contained in the papers at the EMI Music Archive and will be discovered some day.  It
has been suggested that a new method of cutting wax matrixes was perhaps the cause of the change and this might
simply mean that a new recording machine had been developed,  Certainly the change had nothing to do with
electric recording which was not introduced until 1925.

However,  although  information  percolates  very  slowly  at  times,  it  does  eventually  make  itself  visible.   The
President of RCA in later times was David Sarnoff, in whose memory a library was named.. The website for this
library  (www.davidsarnoff.org)  contains  memoires  written  by  the  Sooy  Brothers,  Victor  recording  engineers,
probably on instructions from Sarnoff himself.  It turns out that Raymond Sooy was in fact the chief recording
engineer  at  Victor  and  was  sent  to  London  by  Victor  to  supervise  the  restructuring  of  the  HMV recording
department, a major task which he carried out successfully between November, 1920 and April, 1921.  He was, of
course, an important and honoured guest and as a mark of esteem the Gramophone Company suggested that he
might like to visit Milan and while there inaugurate the BA/CA matrix series, the very first entries to be listed in
the new scheme although not the first to be made.  It becomes apparent that the allocation of prefixes was decided
upon before the scheme began.

It also turns out that the rumour mentioned above does have a basis in fact.  Victor had recently developed a new
soundbox of advanced design and this too became part of the recording process in Europe.

The new system consisted of a series of letter pairs of which the first letter was always B, indicating a ten-inch
matrix, or C, indicating a twelve-inch matrix.  The second letter then indicated the name of the recorder currently
in charge of the series, and it is obvious that with an alphabet of 26 letters, of which two were of doubtful value (i
and o) the system could accomodate no more than 24 series and 24 experts.  One may suspect that whoever drew
up the new scheme was not in the same class as Will Gaisberg, since Gaisberg’s scheme of Phase 1 could be
extended infinitely, and that the designer of the new scheme assumed that there would never be more than 24
experts in the field at once.  One may also suspect that it was originally intended that a first letter A could be used
to indicate seven-inch recordings, although these were no longer in general production.  The first series to be
allocated would therefore have numbers (in a single numerical sequence) prefixed AA, BA and CA.  In the event,
however, the letter A was never used in this way so that the first series to be allocated used only the prefixes BA
and CA and later series simply followed suit.  By the time the seven-inch size was reintroduced for children’s
records, it seems that the original idea had been lost and other arrangements were made.

This first series alphabetically was allocated as explained above to the American expert R R Sooy who began its
use on 21st May, 1921 – and ended four days later, having recorded 23 waxes by Mattia Battistini.Also he made
numerous recordings while in London.

Nothing further appears relating to this series until exactly eight years later.  In 1929 the Company Registers listing
recordings passed for publication again show matrix numbers prefixed BA and CA.  The surviving recording sheets
(Weekly Returns) show that the expert in charge was now Mr F W Rennie who began his numbering at BA20 in
Vienna.  Rennie is known to have been working in London from about 1928 until 1930 or later but there is a gap
from about May to September, 1929 which is now seen to have been occupied by his visit to Vienna.  A similar
absence from London covers his October/November visits to Teheran and Bagdad.  He was in London until at least
1930 but made no more recordings in his own series which therefore passed finally out of use.

The completeness of information on the recordings in this series is marred by the fact that take numbers have not
been traced for many of the Hungarian records made in Vienna, though these are being actively sought.  Also, the
original documentation for the Persian material seems no longer to exist.  It may however, given time, be possible
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to fill in some of the missing details by searching on the microfilm for the serial cards and the Artistes’ Sheets,
while a check on the published catalogues from Persia would provide further details.

Alphabetically, the second and third series in Phase 2 should have been prefixed BB and CB followed by BC and
CC.  What was actually used were the prefixes Bb and Cc.  Once again the reasoning behind this is not known
although the writer suspects it may have been a “mark of distinction” to Head Office which took this series for its
own.  Such marks of distinction were not uncommon honours in those days and would not have surprised anybody
to whom they were suggested.  The use of lower case letters is unusual, although the fact that it is possible to find
pressings clearly marked BB or CC, or Bk and Ck for that matter, shows that the use of upper or lower case has no
significance and can safely be ignored.  All the recordings in this series were numbered in a single sequence,
irrespective of record size.

Since London was a principal recording centre making records for The Zonophone Company as well as for HMV,
different letters were used to show which discs should be charged against the funds of the Zonophone Branch.
Thus Zonophones show the prefixes Yy and Zz for ten-inch and twelve-inch records.  The first recording session in
the new series was made for HMV and shows the first matrix number as Bb1-1 to BB5-1 while the second session
was for Zonophone and begins with the matrix number Yy5-1 in the same numerical series.  There was no such
matrix as Yy1 and equally no such matrix as Bb5.

The introduction of seven-inch HMV records for children saw the appearance of the prefix Dd, again in the same
numerical series, while the production of records for minor record companies to distribute under their own labels
called for other variations.  The list of which reads as follows:

Aa not used, probably intended for 7" and forgotten
Bb 10" Gramophone (HMV)
Cc 12" Gramophone (HMV)
Dd 7" Gramophone (HMV)(Children’s records)
Ee 6" Pressings for Homophone and minor labels
Hh 10" Pressings for Homophone

Jj 12" Pressings for Homophone
Yy 10" Zonophone
Zz 12" Zonophone

There could well be others, perhaps including Ff and Gg, which have not been traced.

Meanwhile  the  documentation  which  accompanied  the  recording  process  altered  very  little  because  of  the
changeover.  Weekly Returns continued to be filed and these gave details of matrix numbers and takes made,
artists, piece recorded, date of recording, etc and when a small pile of these had accumulated they were bound in
soft green cardboard covers and stored carefully.  Weekly Returns came from every expert wherever he might be
working so that London received a complete list of every single wax cut in every matrix series.  Nothing was to be
thrown away.  When the “laboratory” received a pressing from at  home or  abroad,  the pressing was used to
complete a matrix card giving brief details of the metal, a serial card giving the face number, date of recording and
fuller details from the label with, on the back, a note of which Branches had used the record for issue, and finally a
coupling card listing no more than each double-sided number and the pair of serials used for that coupling.

At the same time Head Office maintained a separate record of every artist used.  Each had one or more sheets on
which were typed full technical details of the records made (although it must be admitted that some entries were
fuller than others!).  The sheets were bound in large loose-leaf volumes, usually according to recording locations or
local Branches and each time an artist visited the studio the relevant sheet was updated to include all the new
material.  These sheets were vital, not only for normal business purposes but also for contractual and financial
relations with the artists, and again they were carefully preserved.

Of course no system is perfect or everlasting.  Accidents occur and sometimes (very rarely) a vandal gets into the
system.  Thus in 1932 a search for details of early recordings (in this case concerning the recordings of the tenor
Francesco Tamagno) could find no trace of any paperwork which it  was presumed had been thrown away as
rubbish taking up valuable space.  Likewise, a check on the shelf containing the green books shows that more than
a  few of  the  early  ones  have  similarly  been  lost,  no  doubt  in  another  misguided  clearance.   More  recently
duplicates of old catalogues from the collection were put into the furnace by the bagful – thus “proving” that they
were of no value, and most collectors will have heard of the case in which a junior employee was arrested and
charged with stealing records and selling them to a well-known London dealer.  Apparently several hundred mainly



celebrity records disappeared and even a cursory check today, twenty or more years later, reveals clear traces of the
damage done to the collection.

The reasons for including these comments here are twofold.  Firstly they show just how rich a treasure exists in
Company  records  spanning  over  a  century.   Since  the  Company  in  question  has  a  major  social  and  cultural
influence the value of its archives can hardly be overestimated.  Secondly the nature of the archives reveals their
fragility.  Even the breaking of a single disc reduces the value of a collection whose principal virtue is that no
matter what you want to hear or see, there is almost certainly a copy in mint condition on the shelves.  There is no
other source in the whole world of which this can be said.  The paperwork is equally fragile.  Many documents, the
Artistes’ Sheets for example, exist in the form of a single sheet of paper and much of the information contained on
them is not repeated anywhere else.  There are few serial cards for unissued material and of course no catalogue
entries and no sample records on the shelves.  An accident in this area would therefore result in the total loss of
data which is quite irreplaceable.  Such data covers many areas, so that much detail concerning recordings made in
the United Kingdom, for private sources, for the BBC, for the War Effort or merely for general sale, but not used, is
at risk.  Besides this, there is important material from Central Europe which has hardly ever been mentioned, let
alone studied and  considerable amounts  from South Africa,  West  Africa and  East  Africa  which,  although the
number of people interested in early Zulu recordings must be small, should be preserved so that the possibility of
future study is not lost.  Even now several highly praised reissues on LP or CD have made their appearance.

Once again it has to be admitted that the listing of this series is not quite complete.  Virtually all the entries are
covered although a few are still lacking in minor details.  The few entries towards the end of the series which have
not yet been traced are probably for metals which were never used for pressing shellac copies.

A major event in the development of this series occurred on 29 th April, 1925 when the electric recording process
was first tried out.  For more details, please see the Note following the entry for Bb6077.  For a time both old and
new processes continued side by side and in some cases an artist would make acoustic and electric takes of the
same titles on the same day.  Zonophone records continued to be made by the old process for some months longer
while overseas, in other matrix series, the introduction of electric recording was sometimes delayed until staff had
been retrained and new recording machines manufactured.

Another important change took place in September, 1926.  Up to this point at Bb8994 (9 th September) all records
had been listed in the same numerical sequence, irrespective of the studio in which they were made.  From Bb8995
(10th September), only records made in B Studio were listed and the block of numbers from 8995 as far as 9199 (3 rd

November) was reserved for B Studio.  The following block of numbers from 9200 (10 th September) to Bb9599
was likewise reserved for waxes cut in C Studio, in the small bQueen’s Hall.  From this point each studio was
allocated a block of numbers for its own use, usually for 200 or 400 entries.  Although within each block numbers
were still allocated in chronological order, different studios took different times to use up the whole block and be
given a new one and consequently it is possible for higher matrix numbers to have been allocated by one studio
before lower numbers were allocated by another.  The block system has been set out in detail at the beginning of
the Bb/Cc file and at the beginnings and ends of each block notes have been placed to show the continuity between
blocks.

A further and unwelcome alteration occurs in August, 1928.  Until then the Weekly Returns had listed every record
made  –  for  Gramophone,  for  Zonophone,  in  English,  in  Afrikaans  or  whatever.   However,  the  entries  for
Yy14199/14120 read:

...........
Yy 14119 See New Misc Book “Africa”, p 223 [book not found]

-1 -8-28
Yy 14120 do

-1 -8-28

No artist, no title and no full recording date!  The note about the New Miscellaneous Book “Africa” is interesting
but unhelpful since no trace can now be found of this volume at EMI, nor has any coupling number been found for
these items which are therefore untraceable.  So high a page number implies that the New Book in fact duplicated
the African listings on the earlier recording sheets and that the change may simply have been a way of avoiding
duplication of effort.

It has been said that the New Book is included on the microfilm but the writer has not been able to find it.  If this is
correct, then the actual book itself must have been destroyed soon after the microfilm was made, doubtless in the
misguided belief that the microfilm was crystal clear (which it isn’t!) and was less bulky and so preferable to the



original documentation.  While many details of artists, titles and issued take numbers can be obtained from other
sources there is no other source for unissued material and no indication as to the precise date of each recording.
Similar remarks also apply to the other  New Misc Book “Australia” which is also apparently no longer extant.

From here onwards there were no changes of any significance until December 31st, 1930 when the whole system
was closed down and replaced by the 3rd phase (matrix numbers beginning with 0 or 2).  Numbering in the old
series simply stopped at whatever point each studio had reached, with the remainder of the block being left unused.

Readers may like to note that with the completion of this disc, the listing of the entire commercial output of United Kingdom recordings
from The Gramophone Company from 1898 to 1930 is now complete and accessible on cd.  Recording in London continued in 1931 with
the 3rd Phase 0B/2B matrix series and it is hoped that this will follow in due course.

The complete list of the matrixes in the new system is as follows:

Pages Recorders Locations
BA / CA 26 R R Sooy; F W Rennie Milan / Vienna,Teheran, Bagdad.
Bb / Cc 1188 Various London / UK.
BD / CD 160 R E Beckett Far East; Cairo, Milan. Berlin. Brussels, The Hague.
BE / CE 168 A Skelson; J H Ellis Scandinavia, Spain, Paris, Milan, Prague, Budapest.
BF / CF 220 E Fowler Paris, Tunis, Algiers, Athens, Cairo, Constantinople, Milan, Spezia.

Solèsmes, Zurich, Naples.
BG / CG 95 E D Gower; J E George Athens, Lisbon, Cairo, Paris, Tunis, Algiers, Casablanca.
BJ / CJ 160 H E Davidson Paris, Vienna, Athens, Madrid, Barcelona, Montserrat, Seville, Valencia,

Lisbon, Oviedo, Bilbao.
BK / CK 120 G W Dillnutt Stockholm, Far East, Madrid, Barcelona, N Africa, Milan, Hague.
BL / CL 169 D E Later Paris, Far East, Berlin, Venna , Prague.
BM / CM 107 W J Beckwith; C C Blyton Milan, Copenhagen, Spain, Vienna, Rome.
BN / CN 74 S E Tunn Lisbon, Oslo, Paris, Berlin, Munich, Beuron, Cologne, Spain.
BP / CP 25 J Jackson Paris, Barcerlona, Madrid.
BR / CR 182 Various London / UK.
BS / CS 256 H Fleming Milan. Athens, Paris, Spain, Antwerp, Mallorca, Stockholm, Riga,

Copenhagen, Montserrat, Constantinople, Zurich, Tunis, Algiers, Lisbon.
BT / CT 250 M J C Alexander; A C Dickson Scandinavia, Paris, Prague, Milan, Vienna, Bologna, Loreto, Belgrade,

Belgrade. Bucarest, Vienna, N Africa, Teheran, Budapest.
BU / CU 3 H Sanders India.
BV / CV 59 W Vogel; F C Bulkley; A D Lawrence Paris, N Africa, Vienna, Budapest, Sofia, Bucarest.
BW / CW 236 A D Lawrence Berlin, Scandinavia, Reval, Vienna, Budapest, Bucarest, Belgrade, 

Prague, Athens, Bratislava, Kosice, Scutari d’Albania, Rumania.
BX / CX 36 A J Twine Far East, Cairo.
Total 3534
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